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Schwinn Z Bike Indoor Cycle  
 

The newly developed Z Bike is designed
to encourage participants to achieve the
perfect workout or personal best and to
support personal responsibility with color
visualization. The configurable console
allows the instructor to design the course
based on FTP, heart rate or cadence to
create a training experience that is unique
every time. The Z Bike is available in Zs
(Smooth) with smooth poly V belt or Za
(Authentic) with carbon toothed belt.

 CHF 3'749.00  
      

      

Features:

available in 2 belt versions:
version Za - with authentic carbon timing belt for a realistic outdoor driving feel
version Zs - with smooth poly-V belt for a finer driving feel
Fixed-gear
Zone console - color LCD
Bluetooth compatible
25 gears/resistance levels
integrated generator
lightweight and rust-resistant powder-coated aluminum frame construction
Virtual Contact resistance technology - innovative system uses magnets and an aluminum disc to
create resistance
Schwinn performance handlebars with ErgoLoop for additional hand positions
12degree tilt of the handlebars towards the user - for comfortable support
height adjustable handlebar
stepless horizontal adjustment of the handlebars
stepless horizontal seat adjustment
vertically adjustable racing saddle
Q-factor 168mm
pedals: Morse Taper Double Link - SPD and pedal basket
dual density saddle for an ideal combination of comfort and stability
Stainless steel locking bolts
extra-large double bottle cage integrated on the handlebars
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*Includes 4iiii® crank arm power meter that provides accurate training information to help users
train harder and more efficiently
user height: 150 - 203cm
target price CHF 3'990.--

Use: home to commercial continuous use
Unit dimensions: L142 max. x W53 x H130cm, footprint 107,5 x 52,5cm, weight 59kg, payload: 159kg
Option: transmitter belt, floor mat
Warranty: 1 year full warranty, 1 year on wear parts, 3 years on spare parts, 15 years on frame

* 4iiii's power meter delivers unparalleled measurement accuracy. Reliable data transmission is via
Bluetooth Smart and ANT+ to leaderboards, personal fitness tracking apps, sports watches and
consoles. In addition, more than 2,000 hours of battery life via two standard AA batteries.

Unique measurement accuracy of 4iiii +/- 1.5%.
Reliable data transmission via Bluetooth Smart and ANT+ to leaderboards, personal fitness
tracking apps, sports watches and consoles
Reliable, durable and waterproof
World Tour cycling teams like Quick-Step Floors, BORA-hansgrohe and the Canadian National
Cycling Team also rely on this technology
More than 2,000 hours of battery life via two standard AA batteries

About 4iiii Innovations
Based in Cochrane, Alberta, Canada, 4iiii Innovations Inc. has become a pioneer in the global
technology industry. 4iiii Innovations Inc. provides the world's most accurate power meters, heart rate
monitors, and other products to sports enthusiasts of all types to help them train more effectively,
perform better, and stay motivated.

Brake system: Manual magnetic brake
Current-dependent: No
Horizontal seat adjustment: Yes
Vertical seat adjustment: Ja
Horizontal handlebar adjustment: Ja
Vertical handlebar adjustment: Ja
Freewheel: Nein
Displayed values: Time, distance, speed, calories, pulse
Pulse receiver: 5kHz and Bluetooth
Accessories: integrated receiver for chest strap transmitter
Options: Transmitter belt, floor protection mat
Insert: Heinbereich bis kommerzieller Dauereinsatz
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